
What’s Available NOW On

“Disney’s Magic 
Bake-Off” (Sept. 
29)
Dara Reneé (“High 
School Musical: The 
Musical: The Series”) 
and Issac Ryan Brown 
(“Raven’s Home”) host 
this competition series 
that combines the 
fun of baking and the 
impressive ingenuity 
of several young pastry 
chefs, who divide into 
three teams of two and 
race against the clock to create cakes inspired by a 
Disney TV or movie offering. Disneyland pastry 
chef Graciela Gomez guides the kid bakers.

“The Fault 
in Our Stars” 
(Available now)
Teamed previously in 
“Divergent,” Shailene 
Woodley and Ansel 
Elgort are enormously 
affecting in director 
Josh Boone’s 2014 
screen version 
of John Green’s 
bestseller about the 
relationship between 
two young members 
of a cancer support 
group. They share 
an offbeat, bemused approach to life that cements 
their romance, even taking them on an overseas 
adventure together. Laura Dern, Willem Dafoe and 
Sam Trammell also star.

“Dog: Impossible: 
Season 2” 
(Available now)
A visually impaired 
dog with fear 
aggression, a service 
dog beset by extreme 
anxiety and a trio of 
dogs with explosive 
tempers are among 
the cases addressed by 
dog behavior specialist 
Matt Beisner in the 
most recent round of 
this Nat Geo Wild 
unscripted series.

“Great Barrier 
Reef” (Sept. 29)
From Nat Geo Wild 
comes this three-
part documentary 
miniseries that 
explores one of the 
world’s greatest natural 
wonders and the 
largest living structure 
on the planet. Among 
the topics examined 
are its wildlife, its 
diverse habitats and 
the effects wrought on 
it by weather systems and climate change.

BY JOHN CROOK

Questions:
1) Brian Cox stars as the patriarch of a family-owned 
media company in what HBO drama?
2) What 1988-97 sitcom alienated many of its fans with 
a bizarre final season that saw its blue-collar family 
hitting a lottery jackpot?
3) They played sisters on “Designing Women,” but these 
two actresses previously played bickering in-laws in the 
1982-83 CBS sitcom “Filthy Rich.” Who are they?
4) Pampered princess Stephanie Vanderkellen (Julia Duffy) 
worked (sort of) at Vermont’s Stratford 
Inn in what 1980s sitcom hit?
5) Two decades before winning an 
Oscar for directing “Reds,” this big-
name star played rich boy Milton 
Armitage in the CBS sitcom “The 
Many Loves of Dobie Gillis.” Can you 
name him?

Brian 
Cox

Filthy rich

Answers:
1) “Succession”
2) “Roseanne”
3) Dixie Carter 
and Delta Burke
4) “Newhart”
5) Warren Beatty
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Get your Help Wanted Ad on

NOW AVAILABLE! All help wanted 

ads placed in 

are available to be put on facebook for 

$10 extra charge.
Stop in today for more information.

911 Jefferson Avenue • LaGrande

1668 Resort St.•BakerCity


